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PROBLEMATISING
Defining the problem on its micro and macro levels;
How do the social, economic, urban, historical, and
architectural problems all intersect to form this very
specific problem that can be addressed architecturally?
How is the problem discussed in the past versus the
present?
How and why have things been done wrong in the past
that have concluded in the problems of the present?
How does something in the physical (architectural)
sphere justify or unjustify problems in the social and
possibly political sphere?
Where do morals play a part in controversial
architectural instances?
What is the social obligation of the architect in their
own community? Is there a bias?
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NARRATIVE
45% of Americans have no access to public
transportation (25). The common Atlantan commuter
alone will spend an average of 72 hours per year
in traffic congestion (16). Both of these statistics
include the workers, attendees, and residents of the
Battery (home of Truist Park of the Atlanta Braves
baseball team). While mass transit allows for the
commuter to become freed of their dependence on
individual vehicles; historical, racial, and economic
stigmatization as well as basic design inefficiencies
of mass transportation systems discredits their
potent opportunity of becoming a consensus in
design between economic, environmental, and social
sustainability.
When the stadium moved from inner Atlanta (Turner
Field) to outside the perimeter of the city (2017),
speculation arose as to how the demographics of
the workers and attendees of the stadium (and now
adjoining eat/shop/dine attachment (The Battery))
were changed and how this correlates with access to
public transportation.

THE BATTERY

THE HEAD | The Baaery Atlanta
THE HEART | Downtown Atlanta
THE SPINE | I-75
THE HANDS | I-285
FIGURE 6.1
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FIGURE 6.2

FIGURE 6.3

MARTA TYPOLOGY
PROBLEM 1 | Un-architectural infrastructure
Infrastructures are ooen engineered and planned with a purely funcconal purpose. This
limits the potennal of urban structures to contribute a posiive image of the city and to
support several forms of urban life. Elevated railway structures are usually very visible
structures but very rarely designed architecturally - to produce aestheec eﬀects.

PROBLEM 2 | Neglected, residual, & lee-over spaces

BRIDGE | This type of

Gapspaces are deﬁned as spaces that emerged from density-increasing processes in
urban areas were space is limited. The infrastructures that perform this dissnccon
cause funcconal separaaons and spaaal interruppons in their surroundings.

PROBLEM 3 | Mono-funcconality
Elevated railway structures are most ooen designed for a single purpose only - for
transport. If other accviies occur around these structures, these are usually unplanned
for, and emergent.

GARNETT STATION

FIGURE 7.1 (13)

intervennon spans over
This type of
BRIDGE |infrastructure
transport
intervennon
spans
overare
(typically
where
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This type
of
BRIDGEbeneath
|infrastructure
transport
located
street-level).
intervennon
spans
overare
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where
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transport
infrastructure
located
beneath
street-level).
(typically where these are
located beneath street-level).

GARNETT STATION
GARNETT STATION

PROBLEM 4 | Dividing & segregaang
Transport systems that use elevated railways are someemes criicised for segregaang
and gentrifying communiies and neighbourhoods. The process of their construccon
ooen require acquisiion of land and the landowners are not necessarily fairly
compensated.

VIADUCT (PATH ABOVE) | This
strategy doesn’t fully enclose the

VIADUCT
(PATH
ABOVE) | This
staaon, tracks
are sub-ground
strategy
level butdoesn’t
exposedfully
andenclose
staaon the

VIADUCT
(PATH
ABOVE)
staaon,
tracks
arebeside
sub-ground
wraps above
and
the | This
ARTS CENTER STATION
ARTS CENTER STATION

FIGURE 7.2 (14)

strategy
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wraps above
the
level
but exposed and staaon
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ARTS CENTER STATION

MIDTOWN STATION
MIDTOWN STATION
MIDTOWN STATION
FIGURE 7.3 (15)
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SUB LEVEL | This
strategy is an above ground
SUB
LEVEL
| This
entrance
to the
sub-ground
strategy
is and
an above
ground
level track
staaon
SUB
LEVEL
| This
entrance
to the
sub-ground
accomodaaon.
strategy
is and
an above
ground
level track
staaon
entrance
to the sub-ground
accomodaaon.
level track and staaon
accomodaaon.

SOCIAL

R AC I A L

HISTORICAL

ECONOMIC

HISTORICAL STIGMA

The individual vehicle changed the rudiments for how communities formed in the
United States (2). Despite the fact that highways were built for racing and pleasure
driving by wealthy estate owners (17), people were not restricted to living in the
city and could now travel. This was especially true with the conclusions of both
World Wars (2).

RACIAL STIGMA

Historical ramifications have reinforced the idea that more impoverished minority
races ride public transportation. While th individual vehicle was available to African
Americans only after the emancipation of the African Americans from slaves to free
men and women in the United States, Jim Crow era laws disuaded and outright
implicated with consequence ‘driving while black’ (17). ‘Sun-down towns’ (where
driving as a black American was against the law after sundown) was also a common
practice in towns across America. This, of course, disuaded and, in many cases
prohibited many black Americans from purchasing and freely using an individual
vehicle thus putting a reliance on public transportation where, discriminatory laws
were still in practice (17). The court case Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) reflects this
attitude. Black and white Americans were separated by cars on railways in this case
(11).

ECONOMIC STIGMA

A large portion of the public is under the impression that public transportation
is only utilized by those that have no choice; namely low-income individuals
or communities that cannot afford any other mode of transportation and that
the mass transportation being used in result is poorly cared for. Socially, many
people view the age where one is legally allowed to drive a vehicle a step towards
independence and growing status. The question of choice and captive riders arises
(25). Where this ‘tradition’ of practicing drivin or gifting vehicles upon the required
age relies heavily on fincancial stability, many are left out and thus subjected to
receiving what is looked at as ‘the second choice’ or ‘the lesser option’ (25).

SOCIAL STIGMA

HOMELESSNESS / TRANSIENT PEOPLE : Passengers of the metro system often worry
about encoutering “chronic addictions, illness, and misery” and say they feel they
can do little to help, and struggle to stay empathetic when they enounter trash and
human waste on platforms, urine in train cars, and harassment from riders who are
mentally ill (20). Experiencing aggressive homelessness damages a person’s desire
to ride public transportation.
HARASSMENT : Many women feel unsafe riding or waiting for public transportation.
According to Holly Kearl, founder of Stop Street Harassment, “Women will choose
transportation options that are less convenient, more costly, or even change their
occupation in order to feel safer” (12). 1 in 3 women have been sexually harassed
in the workplace (30).
In the current effort in the workplace to protect employees from harassment, the
question of the workplace should come to fruition; Does the workplace include
necessary transportation to work?
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OBSERVING
Based on observations made on current MARTA stations
what has failed architecturally?
What are instances of good architectural instances
involving mass transit?
What are different ways that mass transit can be
incorporated into a architectural design?
On what micro or macro scales can mass transit be
incorporated into an architectural design?
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TRANSIT ORIENTED DESIGN
#1 Put stations in locations with highest ridership potential
and development opportunities.

PARKING

mixed-use, walkable development.

PARKING

#2 Designate 1/2 mile radius around station as higher density,
#3 Create range of densities with highest as station, tapering

surrounding development.

#5 Create public plaza directly fronting one or more sides of
the station building.

#6 Create retail and cafe streets leading to station entrances
along main pedestrian connections.

#7 Reduce parking at station, site a block or two away, direct

pedestrian flow along retail streets.

#8 Enhance multi-model connections, making transfers easy,

direct, and comfortable.

#9 Incorporate bikeshare, a comprehensive bikeway network,
and large ride-in bike parking areas.

#10 Use station as catalyst for major redevelopment of area
and great placemaking around station.
10| THESIS PROPOSAL 2021 | ERIN MACHADO | THE URBAN ARTERY
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#4 Design station site for seamless pedestrian connections to

NG

down to existing neighborhoods.

FIGURE 10.1

FIGURE 10.2

Rail station modeled after airport.
Station modeled after downtown rail stations.
Isolated, separate from city, only access by car or Directly embedded and integrated into the cityaccessible by walking, car, bus, and transit.
bus adding delays and additional complications
to people’s travels.
Safe pleasant, lively environment encourages
walking to station, shopping, hanging out in cafes,
Dangerous and unpleasant for pedestrians,
etc.
discourages walking to and from the station.
Dangerous for bicycles and discourages riding to
and from the station.

Safe for bicycles, easy access, plenty of bike parking
in multiple locations around station.

Increases vehicular traffic, noise, pollution,
accidents and delays all around the station.

Reduces vehicular traffic to, and around the station;
high percent of people arrive on foot or bicycle.
Station directly integrates into the city, encouraging
high quality cafes, restaurants, retail, commercial,
and residential development right up to the door of
the station.

PRECEDENT STUDY #1

SYDNEY METRO CENTRAL STATION
John McAslan + Partners and
Woods Bagot
(proposed conclusion) 2024
Sydney, New South Wales
Australia
Design establishes a clear
relationship with Walter Vernon’s
original architecture by reflecting
existing hierarchies, arches, and
openings.
Design creates a series of “urban
rooms” - a civic scale spaces such
as new triple hieght spaces as
part of a broader urban and civic
approach (37).
STRUCTURE

“Finding your way around
intuitively in unclutters and
beautifully finished spaces has
been a major design focus.”
-John Prentice
Woods Bagot Principle

CIRCULATION TO USE

HIERARCHY

PLAN TO SECTION

REPETITIVE TO UNIQUE
FIGURE 11.1
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GEOMETRY

PARTI

NATURAL LIGHT

PRECEDENT STUDY #2

EXPANSION OF PENN STATION (MOYNIHAN)
SOM
(proposed conclusion) 2038
New York, New York
United States
Moynihan train hall expands
Penn Station by 486,000 sq. ft.
(36)

NATURAL LIGHT

Brings light to the station’s
concourses for the first time in
more than 50 years, increases
total concourse space by 50%,
ad restores the grandeur that
was lost with the demolition of
the original Penn Station half a
century ago (35).
Skylight is arranged in four
catenary vaults to support the
structure, SOM uncovered the
building’s three massive steel
trusses, which had been invisible
to posta worker a century ago,
and chose to reveal them as a
major focal point of the design
(36).
Signage and wayfinding identify
the hospitality and platform
entries by color to enable
intuitive circulation through
the station - an element that
has largely been missing in the
confusing corridors of Penn
Station for the last 50 years (35).

STRUCTURE

PARTI
FIGURE 12.1
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GEOMETRY

PLAN TO SECTION

PRECEDENT STUDY #3

GUANGMING HUB
Foster + Partners
(competition bid won) 2020
Shensen, China
Transport Oriented Development
in China
Contemporary urban center with
an integrated and sustainable
transport hub at its heart.
Connected to high-speed rail
link that connects Hong Kong,
Shenzen, and Guangzhou.
Central idea is to capitalize on
the natural beauty of the site,
utilizing the lush landscape to
create a lively experience for
visitors and locals’.

SUBTRACTIVE TO ADDITIVE

PARTI

“Shared surfaces” for
autonomous vehicles, bikes, and
pedestrian.
Rail station at the center of the
site oriented north-south and
a sunken green spine oriented
east-west.
A series of office towers will
be situated at cardinal points
across the site, acting as
gateways to the hub. Groundlevel openings will provide
central access to the high-speed
rail station, while subways and
bridges to neighboring buildings
will provide connections for
pedestrians, cyclists, and
autonomous vehicles. (33)

UNIQUE TO REPETITIVE
FIGURE 13.1
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GEOMETRY

CIRCULATION TO USE

UNIT TO WHOLE

ADDRESSING
After defining good and bad instances of mass transit in
architecture how is the specific site addressed?
How does the history of the site affect the current site?
How does the history of the site define what is needed
in the proposed design?
How does the surrounding building typology define
what the proposed site needs?
How are the needs of the site intertwined with the
function of mass transit?
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THE BATTERY ATLANTA

TRUIST PARK

On November 20, 2023, the Braves unveiled plans to build a
$400 million entertainment district that will surround Truist Park
(stadium). The complex, called The Battery Atlanta, contains a mix
of shops, dining, living and workspace in the area surrounding
the ballpark. It opened officially starting in 2017 and is owned
by Liberty Media Corporation 9owner of the Braves Group and
Atlanta Braves Major League Baseball team) (5).
This location chosen for the new park (after moving from Turner
Field) is next to the highway interchange between Insterstate
75 and Interstate 285. The Braves claim the location is “near
the geographic center of the Brave’s fan base” (21). The park’s
capacity is 41,149, which is approximately 8,000 fewer than
Turner Field (28).
The Battery has more than 11,000 parking spaces owned or
leased by the Braves organization for game day (5). This is 2,500
more spaces than were available at Turner Field. The Braves
further unveiled plans to launch a private shuttle service (2017)
that will serve managed parking lots and key points of interest
in metro Atlanta. A Braves-owned shuttle service has yet to be
created or even eddressed by officially again since 2017 (5).
In order to further reduce traffic congestion, The Braves also
announced that Waze, the world’s largest community-based
traffic and navigation app, will collaborate with the Braves
and Cobb to share data and real-time updates with fans and
commuters. Truist Park features a designated ride-sharing service
drop-off/pick-up zone on Windy Ridge PArkway, adjacent to the
ballpark.
The Braves also now have their Monday through Thursday
games at 7:30pm (previously 7 pm when at Turner Field). There
are approximately 30,000 parking spaces within 2 miles of the
stadium (27) and from the farthest parking spaces it would take
on average 30 minutes to reach the stadium walking.
The Battery is over 10 miles from the nearest train station.

Turner Field was a baseball
stadium in Atlanta, Georgia.
From 1997 to 2016, it served as
the home ballpark to the Atlanta
Braves of Major League Baseball
(MLB). Originally built as
Centennial Olympic Stadium in
1996 to serve as the centerpiece
of the 1996 Summer Olympics,
the stadium was converted into
a baseball park to serve as home
of The Braves (29).
Turner Field was a relatively new
facility, being younger than 14 of
MLB’s other 29 stadiums at the
time of the Braves’ last game
there (29). However, the Braves
executives complained that its
downtown location restricted
game attendance because
of traffic into the city and a
shortage of on-site parking (29).
The stadium was 3/4 mile from
the nearest MARTA stop. The
team VP for business operations,
Mike Plant, said the site “doesn’t
match up with where the
majority of our fans come from”,
as the stadium was near some of
Atlanta’s poorest neighborhoods
(24).

FIGURE 15.1 (6)

FIGURE 15.2 (3)

FIGURE 15.3 (4)
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FIGURE 15.4 (19)

FIGURE 15.5 (22)

FIGURE 15.6 (14)

RESPONDING TO
SITE CONITIONS
In the Battery Atlanta currently there are
NO mass transportation station, drop-offs, or pick-ups.
NO small business lease options for less than $32/SF/YR
NO Cobb County / Smyrna oriented gathering spaces (non-Braves)
NO convenience typology (pharmacy, clinic, grocery, etc)
NO employe parking in the Battery (nearest is 2 miles away)
By introducing the Mixed-Use Transit Station to Atlanta we are able to see
imeediate positive returns on an individual usage level as well as long term
environmental, social, and urban benefits.
Located directly across the street from The Battery Atlanta, Smyrna Georgia
is now given direct connection to the inner-city opportunity and, while
housing Truist Stadium for the Atlanta Braves, inner Atlantans also benefit
with direct access to Atlanta Braves games and events. While only 0.8% of
Smyrna and Marietta (Cobb County) commuters take mass transit to their
inner city jobs, this site specific design will allow that percentage to grow to
the majority use for commuters to the city as well as a hotspot destination
for commuters coming out of the city.
While the moving of the Turner Field stadium out of Atlanta (2017) was
originally seen to solve transportation problems that previously plagued
the site, it is surrounded with efforts of inequity and unjust opportunity.
Problems of transportation at the old site have been incorrectly answered in
the new site of The Battery by having it be completely inaccessible to mass
transportation.
By proposing an extension of MARTA (Atlanta’s subway system), the site as
well as Cobb County commuters can be fully integrated back into the city.
The ultimate goal of this project is to benefit the individual resident, job
commuter, and common attendee while also allowing those individuals, in
turn, to benefit the urban context by returning equity and opportunity to
the proposed site.

FIGURE 16.1
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PROGRAM

FIGURE 17.1
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ADJACENCY
While the proposed site occupies
an approximate 23,000 SF, the
masterplan must be made up of
these programmatic catagories
but also be subdivided further
to allow for easy access to al
catagories from multiple entry
points on the linear site. While
the colors represent each
catagory of the program, the
patterns within the color go into
more depth of relationships
between the individual spaces
on the overall context of the
masterplan.

FIGURE 18.1
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FIGURE 18.2
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The proposed MARTA station and mixeduse complex will be the first stop of what
could be many on the new I-75 MARTA
line extension. Current MARTA lines and
stations are available from three (out of
the five) major Atlanta highways. Although
there is a common notion that MARTA
currently only operates within “The
Perimeter” (a.k.a. 1-285 which completely
encircles Atlanta), there are three stations
accessible from Georgia State Route 400
that are located outside The Perimeter. All
three of these stations are in Fulton County
(same county as Downtown Atlanta),
within a 2 mile radius of each other and a 3
mile radius of The Perimeter.
The highway that connects the proposed
site (The Battery) to Downtown Atlanta is
1-75. The Battery is within Cobb County
and is within a 1 mile radius of The
Perimeter. Although the location of the
The Battery in relation to The Perimeter is
similar to the other outliers, the request to
extend MARTA up to North 1-75 has been
denied on the county level.
Connecting to Arts Center Station, the
commute on MARTA would take 11 minutes
(considering there are no stops currently
in between). This would save about 35
minutes on commute time during rush
hour (including evening games).

I-20

FIGURE 19.1
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Also available as long term goals /
destinations for the I-75 MARTA line
extension are Kennesaw State University Marietta Campus, Life University, Dobbins
Air Reserve Base, Six Flags White Water,
Town Center Mall, and Kennesaw State
University - Main Campus. Considering the
ample opportunity that I-75 brings, the line
being extended from Arts Center Station
(as opposed to Dunwoody Station which
is the closest option) brings aboard these
long term investment opportunities.

DESIGNING
How is a thesis design process defined?
How is a design defined as an urban masterplan?
How does the design fit into its larger urban context?
How does the human experience define the design?
How does the design define the human experience?
How do the times of highest traffic define the human
experience?
How do the times of highest traffic define the design?
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PROCESS
In her 4th year, Zaha Hadid created an architectural
design thesis that was informed on on the Russian
Suprematist art movement and the works of
Kandinksy. Utilizing the notion of ‘mutiliation’ and
‘fragmentation’ she studies the process of the artist
and recreates that process when creating spaces. In
the conceptual design phase, Hadid researches her
projects exhaustively in a range of techniques and
materials (32) but uses primarily paintings to show
the direct link between her architectural process and
its form of where it derived; in painting.
Having practiced painting my whole life and finding
much needed exploration in the painting process, I
considered this method a good place to start in my
initial design concept.
Focusing on the same factors such as ‘fragmentation’ I
also focused on notions of ‘movement’ and ‘cohesian’
when considering the function of my design and the
greater goal in th urban context.

FIGURE 21.1
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BUILDING TYPOLOGIES
Formal typology is concerned with questions
such as what basic forms can be recognised,
or which formal characteristics have
remained constant over a significant period.
Functional typology represents the functions
of a building and analyzes these functions
without making aesthetic judgements. (15)
By purposely matching each functional
typology with its own individual formal
typology, there is visual clarification to the
visitor as to what buildings perform different
intended functions. Although the masterplan
is mixed use as a whole, the spaces remain a
specific functional typology and the various
formal typology aesthetics in turn benefit the
masterplan by allowing an overall masterplan
to look in congruence.

FIGURE 22.2

FIGURE 22.1
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PROMENADE

1-75

Despite the obvious and primary function of a transit stop, what
is the proposed design offering that the Battery is not?
The answer is not necessarily opposite that of the Battery’s
program; there could be opportunity for restauraunts, bars, and
entertainment similar to that of the Battery but is not limited to
this program as the Battery is. Instead of making a spectacle of
the flaws of the Battery, the proposed design will respond to the
site and act
as an ammenity to the Battery and the Battery will in turn acts as
an ammenity to the proposed design.
Practically competing with the Battery itself, the proposed design
mimicks visually and experientially the entrance to the Battery
through the ‘scenic promenade’.
As one enters on foot to the Battery from the desginated drop
off/pick up zone (reassigned as the desginated MARTA Kiss &
Ride drop off) you are funneled through buildings towards the
stadium, benefitting the primary function of the Battery; game
attendance.
As you near the stadium the structure is exposed and grows in
height about the funneling buildings and eventually consumes
you when you enter.
The proposed design will act similarly with the primary function
being the transit stop. Through a heirachy of program arranged
linearly, the ‘scenic promenade’ will end with the transit stop
waiting platform and its encapsulating structure.

ARTS CENTER STATION (MARTA - EXISTING)
1-285 THE PERIMETER

INTERSECTION OF 1-285 & 1-75

THE BATTERY (PROPOSED SITE)
PROPOSED MARTA LINE EXTENSION
VEHICULAR CIRCULATION
COMMUNITY SPACE DESGINATED TO THE
MARTA COMMUTER
SECONDARY PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION

DESIGNATED MARTA KISS & RIDE DROP OFF
BRAVES FAN PRIMARY CIRCULATION
COMMUNITY SPACE DESIGNATED
TO THE BRAVES FAN

MARTA ACCESIBLE SECURITY CHECKPOINT

RESTRICTED ACCESS
SCENIC PROMONADE

COMMUNITY SPACE DESIGNATED TO
SURROUNDING RESIDENCES / OFFICES
FIGURE 23.2

FIGURE 23.1
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Per the abundance of mobilityrelated issues that have not been
addressed in the Battery as well
as the conjunction of people
that inhabit the Battery and it’s
surrounding residential parts,
the masterplan is divided into six
typologies of plan; office/workspace,
retail, mixed, convenience, multistory, and administration. All of
these typologies mesh the functional
typology of the design (transit stop)
into it’s surrounding landscape with
the use of formal typologies. With
three ‘nodes of activation’ geared
for the various audiences and
attendees including The Resident of
neighboring communities (A), The
Job Commuter (B), and The Visitor /
Braves Fan (C).
With similar demographic
breakdown as The Battery Atlanta,
the proposed design will advocate
for inclusivity as ALL demographics
are free to use and benefit
from using the transit stop. The
demographic catagories are also
expanded to include residents who
do not directly live at the Battery but
rather surrounding communities,
a larger commuter radius and
availability for job commuters, and
a larger visitor radius and economic
status range of visitors / Braves fans.
Should anyone not be included in
these catagories, the design will
also adhere to the wants and needs
of the Cobb County community,
offering community space that
meshes the two subcultures of Cobb
County and the Atlanta Braves.

FIGURE 24.1
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FIGURE 24.2
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FIGURE 25.2
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FIGURE 25.3

7:00 AM

FIGURE 25.4

4

FIGURE 25.5
FIGURE 25.1
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7:00 AM

PRECAST STRUCTURE
In the masterplan there is a total of 6 different precast forms that make up 12 precast super-structure elements. While many of the
buildings hang from these structural elements, the buildings themselves, being repeated typologies, can also be precast. On average, all
precast design implementations save 23% of the cost as opposed to cast-in-place elements (1). With the average price of built space/
property in The Battery at $32/SF/YR (equivalent to the yearly cost of $736,000 for the 23,000 SF proposed project site) precast design
implementation alone brings the average yearly cost of the proposed design down to $566,720 ($24.64/SF/YR), thus adhereing and
promoting these sites in competition to The Battery for more localized business opportunity.
The elements themselves are too large to cast and transport in one piece and thus all six different molds must be subdivided. The average
length of an 18-wheeler truck bed is 75 FT in length. The graphic (left) is representative of the truck bed length to the largest structural
member.
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DOWN THE LINE
This year, Cobb County voters will be asked yet again to
fund the most significant expansion of mass transit in the
northwest Atlanta suburbs since the county created its bus
system in 1989. (8)
SPLOST (the referendum on the ballot in the November
2020 voting) has been in place in Cobb County for decades
and provides funding to a variety of county agencies for
projects, including public safety projects, parks, libraries, and
information services/technology as well as transportation.
Although, while this is referendum that funded the express
lane that extends into Cobb County, it is clear that it is not
being used for mass transportation.
MSPLOST is very similar but provides dedicated funding
for transit and possibly surface transportation projects. In
the last few years, Georgia passed House Bill 930 (transit)
and House Bill 170 (surface transportation), which gives
the county the option to put this dedicated transit/
transportation funding source to a vote (8).
The county’s goal is to put forth a referendum for voters on
the November 2022 ballot.
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